Introduction
The discussion on the second day of the workshop focused on hydrodynamics, the thermalization assumption, a critical evaluation of the data most relevant to the hydrodynamic paradigm, the minimum-bias jet interpretation, the implication of the hydrodynamic interpretation for semi-hard parton scattering and jets, the implication of observed correlation structures for the hydrodynamic paradigm, and the data which falsify, or which may in the future enable one or both paradigms to be falsified. The audio recordings were transcribed as closely as possible to the actual statements without editing. Additions inserted during the editing process to clarify the speaker's intent are enclosed in square brackets. Additional, contributed comments made after the workshop are identified as "Note added." Unintelligible audio portions are indicated by " [???] ."
Possible discussion topics
Lanny: Early thermalization, less than 1 fm/c. To me this is a huge problem. We had a lot of good talks on hydro, but one problem not discussed is HBT [in relation to hydro predictions]. What does it take to falsify hydro? [Mike: Too late, it cannot be falsified... laughter] There are technical issues with estimating initial-state eccentricity. There's a lot of dispute about that. We focused on v 2 as a function of particle mass, especially at low p t . Uli has made a claim that [mass ordering] is evidence for thermalization. Our analysis in STAR [Estruct group] seems to indicate that [such mass ordering] results from a uniform [single-value] transverse boost. Viscosity inference seems to depend on v 2 (p t ) trends. What we've shown in more-central data is that v 2 is dropping, much more than these [hydro] models have addressed [predicted] . Does that mean viscosity runs up through the roof? What does that imply? Some results that Duncan and I showed from fitting 2D angular autocorrelations: are those stable, reliable, unique? Is the same-side peak structure in 2D angular correlations [caused by] some other mechanism (e.g. flow mechanism), not jets? Is there a way to definitively decide among proposed mechanisms? There is an emerging idea of opaque hydrodynamic core with hadronic corona. You could have surface jets there, but we've shown the [centrality] systematics which argue against that.
Guy: How many hours do we have to discuss that? [laughter] Tom: People should talk about what they want. This is a fallback.
David's p. 26
Thorsten: I would like to see the famous page 26 of the [David's] morning talk. I would like someone to step up and make a very provocative statement why this argues against hydro, because I didn't get the point.
[topic delayed until later] 4. What is the actual v 2 (p t ) for 0-5% Au-Au collisions? Yuri: While that is setting up let me ask an outsider's question. Why doesn't v 2 vanish for central collisions?
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Tom: Systematic error bars [uncertainties] are not going to exclude [accommodate] at least a factor 30 disagreement in these results [David, p. 22] .
Uli: I suggest that experimentalists sort this out before I get involved in it. [laughter] Mike: You may have to wait a long time, because it's religion, it's not science.
Uli: Until then I go by what's published.
Rene: That's not quite fair. You just told us we can only falsify your theory if we look at the most extreme [centrality] bin. And now we're looking at the most extreme bin and you say "Ah, I don't want to look at the most extreme bin."
Uli: I'm not worried about it. .4002], so we take that factor out and see what is left. When we plot v 2 /p t on a speed measure we are really looking at the boost. The hypothesis is that these hadrons are coming from a moving source.
David's p. 26 continued-Inferring a boost distribution
Uli: There's thermal smearing, right? The velocity of the particle is not the velocity of the cell, because there is a thermal momentum distribution around that.
Note added (Tom): The extended particle spectrum relative to boost apparent in the middle figure is a variant of the "thermal smearing" expected by Uli.
Tom: This is purely Cooper-Frye: I have a moving source, I convert to a hadron spectrum, I observe the hadrons [in the lab] . This is where [why] Inserting that kernel as a hypothesis (e.g. assume Maxwell-Boltzmann) I should be able to invert the integral equation to infer the source boost distribution. I can do that by eye here.
Uli: No, no. I want you to do that as you said. Then I want to see that distribution with its width and the error bars. You're stating that you can do that by eye and you find a delta function. And I don't believe that.
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Tom: This can be done numerically. But, from these data v 2 is the ratio of a spectrum in the numerator, and one in the denominator. The spectrum in the denominator is simply the singleparticle p t spectrum, which we know. What's unknown is the spectrum in the numerator [denoted the quadrupole spectrum]. As David has implicitly shown in another slide, the ratio of these two spectra is essentially exp(−p t /4) [pp. Rene: It's boosted by the common boost parameter? Where does that common boost come from?
Tom: It's inferred from the data.
Rene: That's very circular argument.
Note added (Tom) : The value of the common boost is inferred from the data. The mechanism for the common boost is the subject of speculation.
Uli: You can boost the single-particle momenta, right?
Tom: Here's the plot you saw, with protons, kaons and pions [p. 25] .
Uli: What is the horizontal axis?
Tom: y t with the appropriate mass, the true rapidity. These data require this offset, especially the protons. These are simple Levy distributions shifted over to the rest frame of the boosted system. They all go to the same place [intercept at lower limit]. This is implicit in what you're doing [interpreting v 2 (p t ) in terms of hydro models].
Mike: What quantity do you learn from this? You collapse it all and therefore you learn something. What is the measure that you get out of this.
Tom: The boost distribution of the particle source. Uli: I don't understand this. This is the velocity of the pion or proton or kaon. This is not the velocity of the fluid. So, why is the velocity of the particle any better than the rapidity or the p t ?
Note added (Tom) : What is plotted is the distribution of velocities (or their logarithms in the form of rapidities) of hadrons of several masses in the lab frame. From the combination it may be possible to infer the boost distribution for a common source ("velocity of the fluid") and the particle spectra in the boost frame.
Tom:
Because it [what is measured] is the velocity of the source plus the velocity of the particle relative to the source.
Uli: Plus or minus. There's thermal motion around it. There is a flow velocity which... Even if you have a shell and you have a fixed flow velocity you have a distribution of particle velocities.
Note added (Tom) : If one assumes isotropic emission from a moving source on 1D ("plus or minus") the problem with the inferred boost distribution deviating from hydro (Hubble expansion) becomes even worse. The inferred mean boost moves to larger values. 
Note added (Tom) : The modification corresponds to unphysical particle emission spectra. Uli: That's why I went through all of this this morning.
Derek: To make one last point here. Those particles, those few protons down there, are just a negligible fraction of the total energy-momentum tensor. So, to make a prediction from hydro with bulk energy-momentum tensor is reasonably reliable. Then you go to this negligible fraction, and you're sort of asking for trouble.
Uli: Not the best strategy to falsify...
Tom: That's the peak of the [single-particle] proton distribution.
Rene: Protons don't peak at 1 GeV/c. Note added (Tom) : HBT is excluded from the quadrupole contribution to 2D angular correlations at a level below v 2 ∼ 0.01 in more-central Au-Au collisions.
Tom: I'm puzzled why this is so difficult to assimilate, because this is just Cooper-Frye.
Guy: Suppose QCD were in the chiral limit. Then the pion would be massless. Then you're saying there are no pions which would tell you anything about hydrodynamics.
Tom: I have no idea how to deal with a massless pion.
Guy: But you're close to that limit. The pion is very light. It's lighter than the temperature at chemical freezeout. Suppose we're almost in the chiral limit and the pion mass is 4 MeV/c 2 . Then you're saying zero of the phase space of pions would be of any interest to hydro. That seems very hard to swallow. You're claiming that a tiny minority of the phase space of the pions is of any interest to hydrodynamics, which sounds crazy.
Note added (Tom) : The lack of importance of pions to hydro tests is based on the low-p t side of the boosted spectra. On the high-p t side (as in CMB measurements) an apparent blue shift of the (massless) pion spectrum could result from a source boost or an increased source temperature. There are at least two issues in play: a) The amplitude of a particular spectrum or correlation structure attributed to hydro by hypothesis, which may test the predicted strength of a hydro phenomenon and b) the detailed structure of a predicted fluid boost distribution, which can be tested only by certain aspects of correlation structure. It is the latter which is questioned in this exchange.
Derek: Never mind that all those black points make up most of the stress tensor. And you're saying that's irrelevant for hydro?
Note added (Tom) : See kinematics in 0803.4002 Eq. (14) and related discussion. For a particle source with Maxwell-Boltzmann (M-B) spectrum, fixed boost ∆y t0 and particle mass m 0 , p t in the lab frame is p t = m 0 sinh{y t + ∆y t0 } = p t cosh(∆y t0 ) + m t sinh(∆y t0 )} = γ t {p t + β t m t }, where
is p t in the boost frame. p t = 0 in the boost frame (left edge of M-B spectrum) occurs at offset p t0 = γ t β t m 0 = m 0 sinh(∆y t0 ) in the lab frame. For p t m 0 p t = γ t (1+β t )p t , which is also the blue shift expected for massless particles (photons). A source boost therefore may have two manifestations: a) The spectrum at larger energy/momentum (the right "edge") is blue-shifted to larger momentum, but that blue shift, observed over a limited p t range, may be confused with an elevated local temperature. That apparent blue shift is what COBE/WMAP CMB analysis relies on. b) For massive particles the left edge of the spectrum is shifted to a non-zero value in the lab frame. That effect is not present for photons and is not part of the CMB analysis. It is unique
Thursday discussion Lanny Ray to the spectra of massive hadrons. [i.e., not pions] In the limit of small hadron mass the shift of the left edge is not accessible experimentally (due to limited p t acceptance). Pions provide very marginal sensitivity to source boosts expected for hydro expansion, which is the subject of present discussion.
Note added (Uli): No transverse boost by a collective flow velocity, of any magnitude, is able to cause an edge of the p T -spectrum at non-zero p T as you (Tom) claim in point b) above. Due to the exponential tails of the (Maxwell-Boltzmann) momentum distibution in the boosted (or local rest) frame, the p T -spectrum in the lab frame always remains non-zero at p T = 0. This is true for particles of any mass.
Christina: Let me understand the picture. Say you have a boost. You have an initial boost that boosts every particle and in your picture no particle would interact. Tom: This is a moving hot stove which is emitting black-body radiation. The resulting spectrum is blue shifted. [Tom: The mechanism for the boost is a separate issue which is a subject for speculation.]
Christina. And how does it affect the particles?
Uli: But you don't blue shift v 2 which is a deformation on the spectrum. You blue shift the spectrum itself. Looking at this v 2 plot and then shifting that around on a velocity scale just doesn't make any physics sense. This is not the way to extract any velocities.
Tom: The simple description is that there is an azimuthally-dependent boost. The elliptic boost is superposed on a radial boost. 
Rene: You don't have to move it all over. The last two points already go to zero-zero. I can smoothly draw a curve through that that does not have the boost.
Tom: See this dash-dotted curve going through these data like so [based on a sharp edge]? That's a quite small error bar [protons] . Certainly the curve could be deflected to arrive at zero-zero, and then the boost distribution, narrow about 0.6, would acquire a small tail going down to zero boost. But most of the proton points imply a narrow boost distribution at 0. Note added (Tom) : Inferred minijet [∼ parton] spectra from UA1 extended down to 5 GeV. It was later understood that a contribution of 1-2 GeV came from the nonjet background within the jet cone. 3 to 4 GeV then applies to the parton energy associated with minijets. 1 GeV/c applies to the most-probable fragment momentum, which is then consistent with UA1 minijet measurements. The minijet terminology is also consistent with PYTHIA and HIJING and associated published papers.
Christina: The y t shift 0.6, how much in p t is that shift for a pion?
Tom: p t = 0.14 sinh(0.6) = 90 MeV/c. Rene: Why do you say it's a subset, because the quantity you're looking at is actually defined by all the particles in the event.
Tom: No.
Rene: Well, v 2 is defined by all the particles in the event. [Tom: No] Sure. Mike: I don't believe in hydro, but nothing you say convinces me to not believe in hydro.
[laughter]
Tom: That's why you were invited Mike.
Uli: Can we get back to the puzzle you had with minijets and not enough to drive hydro?
Tom: The minijets are just the thing that is supposed to drive the whole system. That's how you get transport of energy into the transverse phase space. And they're supposed to thermalize. Now you have the energy density, the pressure, the gradients to drive hydro expansion.
Uli: I don't agree with that statement. What drives the hydrodynamic evolution is the bulk of the energy which sits with particles that have momenta less than 0.5 GeV/c. These are not minijets. What drives the hydro are the gradients of the thermal pressure which is dominated by particles with thermal momenta, not by minijets with momenta above 1.5 GeV.
Tom: Tell Kari Eskola that. This is what saturation scale arguments are supposed to do. They're supposed to provide a mechanism to get energy into the transverse phase space. And they're [minijets] supposed to thermalize.
Uli: But it's not the particles that start out with p t larger than 1.5 GeV/c that drive the hydrodynamic evolution, because the energy contained in those particles is a small fraction of a percent of the total energy.
Note added (Tom) : One should distinguish between a transverse parton energy spectrum extending down to 3 GeV and the resulting fragment momentum distribution extending down to zero p t .
Thursday discussion Rene: I can also say that the expansion velocity staturates.
Tom: Where does that break come?
Rene: There is no break in the line. It's smooth saturation. I can draw it without the break in the line.
Tom: It comes at exactly the sharp transition in the minijet peak. That's because what the blastwave fit [from which radial flow is inferred] is doing is accommodating the hard component that we know is jet correlated.
Thorsten: You can turn it around. Somehow what you identify as the modification of the jet is a flow-driven phenomenon.
Tom: I don't want to necessarily convince you of this. But it would be nice if we are aware of these possibilities, and that we need to be studying this stuff in different plotting formats. Our picture is not correct until we understand the same thing in every plotting format. We see that some formats are better than others. Some kinematic domains are more critical to testing theory than others.
v 2 (p t ) on p t is to my mind the least able to test hydro of any plotting format.
Is hydro falsifiable?-Comparisons with theory
Denes: Do you call something else hydro than what Uli and Edward would call hydro?
Tom: I'm only talking about a boost distribution. That's all I know. That's what I think the hydro people should be calculating: a velocity distribution for a medium out of which comes particles. We measure the particles and we can then invert those data [to infer the boost distribution].
Denes: There could be [various quantities distributed].
Tom: Yes. This is a cartoon of what should really be done. I assumed a fixed temperature for a source, and then...
Denes: [comments on spatial dependence and other complications in hydro calculations]
Tom: I stipulate this [hydro] is a complex problem. I'm an experimentalist with some data.
Uli: The only reason I would entertain constructing models that are hard to justify on a broader basis is if I saw clear evidence that the hydrodynamic model breaks down in an essential part. I have not seen that. You have not presented me with anything that would convince me that I have a serious problem with hydrodynamics. You have pointed at some details and corners of phase space which involve a few particles. But the bulk of the picture is solid. So, why should I worry and start inventing new methods before you have killed the key [elements of hydro], really have killed the model. This is not how science proceeds. You don't invent, you don't explore the infinity of possible models just because there is some little detail in the description not quite working out until you are convinced that this detail is a make-or-break detail of the model. That case needs to be made here. Otherwise I'm just wasting my time.
Lanny: So Uli, what is an essential aspect?
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Uli: You tell me what you see is crucially wrong. I don't buy that this [present discussion items] is crucially wrong because that is...when you shift stuff around in a way that I don't quite understand which suddently opens up a space in the lower left corner where basically no particles ever sit.
Tom: Why don't they sit there?
Uli: Because there are none.
Tom: Well Romatschke says they ought to be there.
Uli: OK, turn this curve...This is where you have a problem with Romatschke, right? [below
[Yes] And for proton data you see it is a big problem.
Uli: OK, tell me how many protons out of the 50 or so you get per event sit in this position.
Note added (Tom) : That interval is actually near the peak of the proton spectrum, wherein fall a large fraction of all protons.
Tom: I don't care how many there are.
Uli: If it's half a proton I say so what.
Derek: I had another question. This Romatschke thing. You drew this curve with some pretty thick lines. And you did that for a reason because you estimated the size of the numerical error. When Romatschke drew this plot, he drew his curves with very thick lines. He drew it this way because he estimated the size of his numerical error. The size of the lines which he drew is comparable to the region under study.
Note added (Tom) : The line widths are not intended to estimate a numerical error (uncertainty).
Tom: OK, these lines, if you make them thick enough the theory is not falsifiable.
Rainer: There should certainly be some uncertainty bands around the curves as well. And chemistry is also a part of hydro.
[many overlapping conversations]
Tom: The point of this was not to say that hydro is dead. The point is to say that we can test hydro in ways other than [and better than] conventional methods. I issue this as a challenge to experimentalists and theorists, that this [ρ 0 (p t ) v 2 (p t )/p t vs y t with proper mass] is the interface where people should be talking to one another about hydro, not v 2 vs p t . That's the worst interface.
Christina: You are focussing on extreme cases. If you would say it's maybe 50% of all the particles we use it would be a more convincing case, instead of really really high p t and really really low p t where we even cannot measure it with the detector. You have to go a little bit more to the middle.
Note added (Tom) : The points made involve consideration of almost all particles in the final state, only some of which may actually participate in phenomena presently interpreted in a hydro context.
Tom: This region [y t below 1] is the maximum of the [single-particle] distribution.
Rene: No. You have to show this is different for each particle, first of all. But then you also have to show the region of applicability of hydro on this plot, which is from zero to 2 GeV/c in p t . So, now you translate for every particle into the y t space.
Note added (Tom) : The region of applicability of hydro should be determined by critical tests of the theory, not by a priori assumptions. It is possible that hydro is applicable nowhere.
Tom: 2 GeV/c is this (y t = 1.5) for protons and this (y t = 3.3) for pions. And that's where most of the particles are.
Rene: OK. So, the Romatschke curve is doing well except for the lowest points [for pions]. Most of the pions are between two and three.
Note added (Tom) : Most of the pions are below y t = 2, which is p t = 0.5 GeV/c.
Thorsten: But he wants to argue protons. We had this before.
Tom: That [y t = 1] is 0.15 GeV/c for pions, right at the edge of the p t acceptance.
Rene: Let's bring out your argument. The Romatschke curve does really well for pions. You would agree with that, except for the lowest point. It doesn't do well but it's a 90 [Tom: 160 actually] MeV/c point.
Tom: My point is these pion data are not good enough [low enough in momentum] to test anything.
Rene: OK, so you're saying they don't reach far enough down so you want to look at the protons.
Tom: Right.
Thorsten: OK, can we bring up the proton point again. Christina: This y t looks very large on your scale but it's 1% of all the particles. You give these pions so much credit that they can test the whole hydro.
Note added (Tom) : A substantial fraction of final-state pions (30%) is located below 0.2 GeV/c in p-p collisions for instance. The fraction increases in more-central Au-Au collisions.
Tom: I said these pion data can't test anything [about hydro].
Christina: So then the protons, which are also only a few percent...it's kind of the question why they should test the whole hydro picture when all the 90% are... 
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Rene: And what we're trying to say is we can draw a curve through those that goes to zero-zero [the origin].
Uli: Romatschke didn't quite get the radial flow right. His values for the average p T are too high for pions and kaons.
Rene: He didn't get the slope quite right.
Uli: He didn't do a complete fit of the data, did he?
Tom: He didn't do a fit of the data?
Uli: He didn't do a complete description of the single-particle data for central collisions. You have to understand that hydrodynamics is not a parameter-free theory.
Tom: Yes, I know that.
Uli: So, you have to do a few things. You have to find the initial conditions, start the hydro and so on. And that you have to pin down. I don't think Romatschke has done a complete job of that.
Derek: I can say a few things about that. When we looked into pion scattering on nucleons in RQMD, we found that we still have a lot of pion scattering on nucleons below a temperature of 160 MeV. The pion wind pushes this (the proton v 2 at small momentum) out. Tom: One problem with these medium effects is that if you have something which can kick a proton around like that why are we seeing the minijet correlations? These are fragile little pions.
Rene: We could turn this around a little bit and say is there any irrefutable evidence for minijets in central Au-Au collisions? anything that I couldn't explain with something else that people have already published? For example the soft ridge, initial conditions plus....
Tom: Lanny gave a very long list at the end of his talk.
Rene: I don't think so. I think he gave a long list of things that were measured. The question is can they be explained only with minijets. Is there anything that...
Lanny: So, you have the same-side ridge that's elongated. You have the away-side ridge that follows the first in magnitude. You have charge ordering in η, φ and on y t . The last is particularly relevant.
Jiangyong: But this minijet doesn't look like the minijet you see in p-p right? Of course there are similarities but also very different features. So there may be other object which is coupled with medium.
Lanny: It goes without saying that a pQCD minijet as in HIJING doesn't fit the data.
Rene: So why do we continue to call it minijets. I mean, it's not a minijet. It's much more likely either an initial condition imprinted or even a medium response. Because you actually show that it doesn't behave like minijets when you go through your transition point.
Lanny: So, it would be more energetic.
Rudy: What is more difficult for me to understand is the transparency. The away-side jet.
Thorsten: Because it's not a jet. It doesn't look like a jet. We just agreed we don't want to call it jets anymore.
Yuri: Let's try to forget this confusing word minijet. Let's just address this bunch of trustable experimenters who claim they are seeing strong back-side correlations between particles of 1-1. Thorsten: Imagine something like a shock wave traveling through because you have a hot object here, radial flow pushes it out, it pushes back against flow, shock wave travels through the medium, hits the other side, freezes out, spray of particles comes out. Bang, there's your answer. Thorsten: It's focussed the same way as the near side is because of the same flow argument.
Lanny: There's one thing I didn't mention this morning that you also have to keep in mind.
Thorsten: Uli asked qualitatively if there is a mechanism, and there is.
Rene: People didn't look enough at the away side I admit that. But there are theoretical mechanisms to do that.
Lanny: Let me remind you of one thing. Clearly, whatever is going on, there will be momentum on the away side. That momentum obviously will still be there somehow. What this plot shows you-this is away-side y t × y t -as you go to more-central collisions you can still have the awayside momentum, but if it's going through a shock wave or if it's sound propagation or something coming out on the other side it's got to be dispersed among a lot of different particles. This [plot] is telling me you still have pairs of particles...you have a 1 GeV/c particle here and you're still getting a 1 GeV/c particle on the other side. If it [parton energy] was dispersed into sound I would
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Yuri: And this looks strangest to me for hydro explanation.
Lanny: So it does not thermalize really, the energy [is dispersed].
Rene: It definitely stays focused spatially. That's for sure. The question is whether in terms of the ridge that you see on the away side does the structure make sense? You're saying [asking] does the p t distribution in that structure make sense, after you go through the medium? Lanny: That's right. It's not just the shape, but also the p t structure.
Christina: Lanny, you say this is 30% of the particles?
Tom: The same-side peak corresponds to 30% of the particles.
Christina: Then that's the 30% highest-momentum particles. Then your mean p t is smaller than 1 GeV/c. Maybe the counting isn't...
Note added (Tom) : The p t of particles included in the same-side jet peak extends down to 0.3 GeV/c in p-p collisions (most-probable p t ≈ 1 GeV/c) and below that in more-central Au-Au collisions (most-probable p t ≈ 0.5 GeV/c).
Rene: You also have to find those 30% on the other side. You could argue they scatter outside the acceptance, but somehow your integrals have to match up. If they're not matching up in number they have to match up in energy.
Tom: The 30% is particles that fall inside the acceptance. They're measured and they belong to the same-side peak.
Rene: So, you could ask how much you have on the away side in terms of energy and number and then you could make an argument that you're not catching all of them because it's scattered.
Tom: The away side includes only [pairs of] detected jets. So, for a given jet in the acceptance in central Au-Au about 1/3 of the time the [jet] partner also appears in the acceptance. The other 2/3 appear outside.
Rene: If you know that, it should be exactly one third.
Note added (Tom) : Only a fraction of jet momentum appearing within the same-side intrajet peak is balanced by a jet partner appearing within the acceptance. The fraction of jet partners in NSD p-p appearing within one unit of eta is 10% for example. The concept of a balancing "away-side jet" appearing on azimuth near π radians is fallacious. The away-side peak represents jet pairs.
Tom: No, that doesn't matter. What matters is only the same-side peak. All jets appear in the same-side peak.
Lanny: Right, that's a thing to keep in mind. All of them, whether they're single jets or back-toback pairs all integrate into the same-side peak. The naming [away-side jet] is horrible. It misleads people all the time.
Tom: There is no "away-side jet." That's a fallacy.
Rene: There's got to be momentum conservation.
Note added (Tom) : Yes, within 4π steradians, not within a restricted η acceptance. The main reason is the initial-state x distributions of scattered partons.
Helen: Yes, but Rene, how they do it, it all appears in one place. There isn't an "away side" in their math. Because the away-side and near-side are collapsed into the same phase space.
Note added (Tom) : There is no choice in the matter. All accepted jets appear in the same-side peak.
Rene: I understand that, but then the momentum conservation argument you're making against.... Rene: Well, the argument he's making there is that the proton/pion ratio at your maximum y t is larger than 1. So, you're taking the wrong mass, in order to do your y t scale.
Tom: I don't know how that follows.
Rene: Well, because you divide by the pion mass to get the y t .
Tom: It's only to make a logarithmic momentum scale. It could have been half the pion mass, or a tenth of the pion mass. It's just to regularize that [logarithmic] variable. Just think of those axes as log of p t , that's it. Changing the mass will only shift the plot sideways along the axes. That's a mathematical fact.
Derek: Change the mass by a factor five.
Tom: Then you will shift the plot by the natural log of 5.
Rene: But half your particles are protons, half pions, so they're not shifting to the same value in p t . 
Tom: Actually, that's the way we started. The problem with that... We started out on m t × m t [in 1998!] , but then all the interesting stuff [jet structure] was stuck in one bin in the upper-right corner. That's why we went to a logarithmic variable.
Derek: That's what I'm worried about. All the interesting stuff is in one bin.
Note added (Tom) : The Jacobian from y t to p t is dy t /d p t = 1/m t , which cannot produce a peaked structure (non-monotonic slope) from a non-peaked distribution (monotonic slope). The Jacobian from y t to ln(p t ) is dy t /d ln(p t ) = p t /m t , which is approximately 1 for p t above mass m 0 and p t /m 0 below m 0 . Again, no peaked structure can be created from non-peaked by transformation to y t .
